
 
 

 
 

1. Goals for early fall and the rest of the summer: 

With the fee diversion put off till the fall, now is a good time to take care of some internal 

things. Cleaning up or processes will benefit us in the future and for the short term legal issues 

that we are dealing with. As we all have a nice break until school starts we should do these as 

soon as possible. 

 

2. EngSoc Scholarships: 

Officers will be meeting next week to discuss the candidates to win the awards offered through 

EngSoc. Faculty Committee will be meeting later next week to finalize these. Mauricio and 

Thomas will be attending these.   

 

3. Quality Minutes: 

Something important for Thomas to work on is finishing the minutes within a few days of the 

meeting so all the errors can be ironed out. Also a bit of work on the editing of the minutes is to 

be done by VP Comm. 

 

4. Finance Committee: 

Another thing for Gordon to insure they do is keeping quality finance committee minutes. 

Format should be: we gave them this amount of money, for this reason, reference the 

appropriate document for the club/director. 

 

5. Email Responses: 

In order to keep up the formal & professional atmosphere that EngSoc should have, keep email 

response time to no more than 48 hours, if you can’t answer right away, at least let them know 

you are working on the issue. Another thing, do not send mail after 12 and in early hours in the 

morning to older professionals. It does not come out as professional to them since they know 

you are working at say 3 in the morning.  

 

6. Orientation:  

No sponsorship at the moment. Frosh Nite also needs to be considered how to advertise to non‐

engineers as other orientations are looking into different events during the night. Opening up 

the frosh nite to other local schools, York and Ryerson would be a good idea.  

Gordon is to find out whether we can get the deposit for Frosh Nite back in case other colleges 

are not interested in doing it. If we can’t we got to try and promote it as much as we can.  

7. Cleaning up the office: 

VPs need to look through stuff and in a week or two what is needed in the office and what can 

be removed, put into archives and/or thrown out. Also determining what to do with the old 

officer computers and outdated server equipment will be looked at. 

 

Date: June 17, 2013 Officer Meeting Minutes
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June 15, 2013 

7:30pm – 9:15pm 

EngCom 

Agenda – Finance Committee Meeting  #3 
 

1. Discussion – Cannon Guard Budget Appeal 

a. Please review Cannon Guard budget prior to meeting 

2. Discussion – Ombudsman Budget Appeal 

a. Please review Ombudsman budget prior to meeting 

3. Discussion – Club Funding Allocations 

4. Discussion – Finalization of Finance policy 

a. Please read over finance policy and prepare final comments  

 

Meeting Minutes– Finance Committee Meeting  #3 
 

1. Discussion – Cannon Guard Budget Appeal 

a. Gordon met with Chief and had a discussion about the budget for the Cannon 

and plans for the upcoming year 



 

 
 

b. Some items (including new coverall(s), mat, new belts) were moved off the 

budget, as they are capital expenses which should be funded by special 

projects 

c. Cannon needs to be replaced, this will be an expense to special projects at 

~$7500 (it has not be replaced in 15 years) 

d. Decided to cover the price of the boots the Chief needs to wear (seen as an 

operating expense), but decided against covering laundry expenses 

e. Total amount recommended by committee is $4000 

2. Discussion – Ombudsman Budget Appeal 

a. Ombudsman attended FC Meeting and explained the changes made to his 

budget for the upcoming school year 

b. Some changes made to the budget include: using google docs instead of Survey 

Gizmo, reduction in prize money 

c. Town halls (and food for them) was an item in question  

i. Concern was not over food expense but if another “town hall” was 

necessary given the open Eng Soc meetings and town halls already 

hosted by the faculty. It is still up for discussion provided there is 

enough evidence to support it. 

d. Total amount recommended $326 

3. Discussion – Club Funding Allocations 

a. Arab Student Association (ASA) 

i. Major concern was the large amount of food expenses 



 

 
 

ii. Have plans to grow club (most of increase in expenses was to food) 

iii. Believe that they should charge a membership fee (if their membership 

total of 500 is accurate, they could cover a lot if not all of their food 

expenses through this fee) 

iv. Total amount approved $500 

b. CESA 

i. Originally projected a loss, so they sent an updated budget (which was 

reviewed at the meeting) 

ii. Overall they seemed to have good events and planned to have more 

that would useful to any member of the Engineering Society (not just 

students of Chinese heritage). This includes professional development 

workshops, sports tournaments, and game nights. 

iii. Total amount approved $2900 

c. CSChe 

i. Presented themselves as a primarily professional development club 

ii.  ~$2000 of their funding request should be through conference funding 

iii. Large amount of overlap between responsibilities for CSCHe and Chem 

Club, however this club focuses more on networking and professional 

development, which is very important for students, as they cannot 

necessarily acquire these experiences in a classroom 

iv. Total amount approved $1000 

d. ECC 



 

 
 

i.  Most of their cost was from the membership package 

ii. They want to remove their membership fee, but we recommend that it 

be kept (at the very least reduced by ½) 

iii. Total amount approved $500 

e. Gailbraith Society 

i. Professional development club 

ii. Not very diverse sources of funding –we suggest that they approach 

departments for funding and that they collaborate with the First Year 

Office for Exam Jam event 

iii. Thought they were a very beneficial club for students  

iv. Total amount approved $800 

f. iGEM 

i. Very interesting club, however, it is pretty selective (only send 5 

students to competition and only 18 students in total in the lab) 

ii. They mentioned that there can be benefit to a wider student group 

though lab training sessions 

iii. Total amount approved $800 

g. NSpire 

i. Very valuable club, with great events and opportunities for students to 

gain exposure to business/technology/entrepreneurship 



 

 
 

ii. Considering the large amount of money they have in revenues from 

sponsorship and conference ticket revenues (~127,000), we don’t 

believe they require our resources 

iii. The $5000 requested is minimal in comparison to the amounts they 

are already working with 

iv. Total amount approved $0 

h. Skule’s Got Talent 

i. Club hosts a fun event for students to attend at the end of the year  

ii. Their equipment rental and car rental seem like legitimate expenses 

iii. Total amount approved $750 

i. University of Toronto Engineering Finance Association 

i. Teach students about finance, how to make investments, etc. 

ii. They give a good service to the student body and seem very 

professional 

iii. $15 membership fee, and $300 if you want to buy shares 

iv. Need money for promotion of club (not to add to the investment pool) 

v. Total amount approved $ 500 

4. Discussion – Finalization of Finance policy 

a. Tabled until next meeting 
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Officer Report – VP Communications  
July 2013 

Present Work: 

1. Handbook 
a. We experienced major delays with the handbook unfortunately. During the week of the 

1st in July, me, nor other coeditors were able to get a hold of Rejuana the Editor. It 
ended up being that there was a personal family issue that appeared last minute and 
she was unable to get in contact.  

b. It is at the printers now, we expect it to be printed early next week and the F!rosh will 
get it in their mail mid-August which is still what we were planning for. 

c. Next Steps: 
i. Debrief with the editor about her experience this year  

2. Courses Website 
a. Nothing new on the developments here, there has been a major shift of focus to get 

digest.skule.ca back up and running.  
b. Still ~80% done, refining the front end is all that is left. 
c. Next Steps: 

i. User Testing 
ii. Recommendations from students 

3. The Cannon 
a. Kick off meeting happened earlier in July. 
b. Section editors, webmaster etc… have all been chosen for the year 
c. Next Steps: 

i. Start garnering Frosh interest in the Cannon 
ii. Get new writers, both Engineering and Non-Engineering 

4. Toike Oike 
a. The Toike has found a suitable replacement for their advertising seeing as the previous 

one had gone bankrupt.  
b. http://www.cup.ca/ Canadian University Press is the new group we will be dealing with 
c. There are many benefits over other companies as they offer many services the Toike will 

be able to use. For more questions, you can ask Evan Boyce as he was helping John 
Sweeney with this deal. 

d. Next Steps: 
i. Figure out which services are appropriate 

http://www.cup.ca/


 

 

ii. Sign the agreement 
iii. Determine advertising logistics in early August. 

Future Work: 

1. Improve the current social networking of Skule, reaching out to the students much more will be 
a big goal for this year in my position as VP Comm 

2. Filter through Skule sites and advise clubs to either create or update existing websites 
3. Work with UTSU on communicating with the engineering students better. 
4. Talk with the faculties Communication department on how we can communicate better this 

year, in addition to getting more access to the plasma screens around campus. 
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Results for: 2013 VP Academic 
Fady Soliman 

Choice   Total 

No   77 (41%) 

Yes   97 (52%) 

Spoiled Ballots 14 (7%) 

Total   188 

Winner is: Yes 



JULY	CLUB	AFFILIATION	REQUESTS	
 
Re-Affiliate List: 
 
 
Spark Design Club 
University of Toronto Business Association 
University of Toronto FSAE 
University of Toronto Institute for Healthcare Improvement Open School Chapter (UTIHI) 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
University of Toronto Student Branch of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
 
 
Affiliate List: 
 
 
UofT Lunabotics (3 months old) 
Take Action Organization (4 years old) 
 



University of Toronto
Engineering Society

Director Budget

Send budgets to Gordon Tattle, Vice-President Finance

at vpfinance@skule.ca or submit to the EngSoc Office (SF B740)

Please accompany this budget with all relevant documents

(including price quotes, further commentaries, and other justifications)

Name: YOU WISH!

Position: Chief Attiliator

Account/Committee: Ye Olde Mighty Skule Cannon

Proposed Net Expenses: $5,650.11 Date: 5-27-2013

Last Year's Net Expenses: $5,000.00

Reserved for Finance Committee

Outcome: o Approved o Returned

Recommended Funding: $4,000

Notes:



Revenues
Amount Anticipated Amount Approved Comments

1 $800.00 $800.00 80 patches. Last year actual is unknown. 
2 Estimated 80-120

Total Expected Revenue $800.00 $800.00

Expenses

Amount Requested Amount Approved Comments: Provide details about the expense/change

1 $650.00 $650.00 Based on previous years
2 $650.00 $650.00 Based on previous years
3 $120.00 $60.00 Appreciation at 15 per person
5 $737.25 $737.25 Based on previous years
6 $600.00 $421.41 Buy 100 more,will have carry over for next year
7 $900.00 $758.53 Actual
8 $320.00 $269.41 Actual

10 $84.00 $70.80 20 cigarettes per pack, 100 firings, 
assume $12 per pack,  2 extra packs 

11 $25.00 $21.07 Not included in budget before but necessary
12 $40.00 $40.00 Current gloves are ripped and unsafe
13 $150.00 $84.28 Actual
14 $55.00 $46.35 Current veil torn, current  mask falling apart
15 $200.00 $0.00 Moved to special projects
16 $450.00 $0.00 Moved to special projects
17 $95.00 $0.00 Can wash at home
18 $60.00 $60.00 Based on previous years
19 $50.00 $30.00 Charity Date, Pride, Halloween etc.
20 $250.00 $210.70 Not previously budgeted but necessary
28 $271.81 $205.49

Subtotal $5,708.06 $4,315.29
HST (13%) $742.05 $560.99

Total Expected Expenses $6,450.11 $4,876.28

Net Budget
Amount Requested Amount Approved

-$5,650.11 -$4,076.28
Expected expenses 

Contingency (please budget 5% on unknown costs)

Sunglasses
Special Events Uniforms
Magnetic Particle + X Ray Test On Barrel

New Chief Boots
New Chief Mask and Veil
New Mat
New Guard Coveralls and Belts
Coveralls Laundry

Pyrotechnic's License
Firearms License
Cigarettes

Lighters/Lighter Fluid
New Chief Gloves

Transportation (HHF, Tbog, Concrete Canoe, Gradball, Cannonball, Powder, etc.)
Cannonball/Gradball Appreciation
Food (Cannonball, Gradball, Pride, Iron Ring, Training, etc.)
Guard Patches

Expected expenses (ie supplies, food, etc)

Powder

Expected revenue (selling tickets, fundraisers, etc)

Patch Sales (Sold to trained guards)



GLOVES Gloves

BOOTS Boots

COVERALLS Coveralls

BELTS Belts

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Item Price

Testing $1,299.50 

Machining $3,400.00 

Barrel stock $969.54 

Components etc $333.35 

Washers, nuts, etc $305.10 
Bolts $678.00 

Polishing $200.00 

Heat Treating $200.00 ???

Wood $100.00 

$7,485.49 

Component Test Cost Reason+Comments

1998 Cannon PMI, Hardness testing 400 Identify what material barrel is made of, and heat treat needed

1967 Cannon Liquid Penetrant 250 Ensure the current Cannon being used is safe

2013 Cannon Bar StockMagnetic Particle and Ultrasonic Testing250 Ensure bar being used is not garbage. Given 2 for price of 1

2013 Cannon Magnetic Particle and X Ray250 As above, done post machining and heat treating

2013 Cannon Magnetic Particle and X Ray 0 INCLUDED IN YEARLY BUDGET

SUBTOTAL: 1150

Note: Took away 200 per test as number of future tests was reduced

wheels, axles

from machine shop

Based of quote from over the phone

Including stain and treating (guess)

Please add your own documents here : i.e. justifying word docs, plans, invoices… anything

Comments

See table below

30+ hours at approximately $100/hr



FOOD

Event

# People 

Expected

Expected 

Food Cost

Expected 

Drinks Cost Total For Event

Convocation 12 $34.50 $12.00 $46.50 

Summer Training 48 $138.00 $24.00 $162.00 Includes trainees and trainers

Bnad Wakeup 25 $0.00 $25.00 $25.00 Multiple drinks per person

Iron Ring 15 $51.75 $15.00 $66.75 Talk to discipline clubs?

Cannonball 6 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Fed by Cannonball

Gradball 6 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Fed by Gradball

Winter Training 48 $138.00 $24.00 $162.00 Includes trainees and trainers

Cannon Wakeup 25 $0.00 $25.00 $25.00 Same as Bnad Wakeup

First day of F! Week 18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Need guards from 9AM-3PM

Misc. Road Trips (E.g. TBOG) $250.00 $250.00 25 people at $10

Appreciation Dinner 15 $0.00 $0.00 Probably not

SUBTOTAL: $737.25 

NOTE:

$17.25 Per pizza, pizza feeds 6, this includes tip

$1 for each drink for each person

Alternative for some events, $10 per person

Comments
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

(the “Donor”) 

 

and 

 

THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

(the “University”) 

 

 

WHEREAS the University is desirous of building the Centre for Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship, a new 

facility to be built on St. George Street adjacent to Simcoe Hall that will strengthen the role of innovation and 

entrepreneurial activity in education and research; 

 

AND WHEREAS the Centre for Engineering Innovation and Entrepreneurship (the “Centre”) will house engineering 

student club spaces, student study spaces, and teaching spaces; 

 

AND WHEREAS the University is in the process of seeking funds for the Centre through additional support from the 

private sector; 

 

AND WHEREAS the Donor is desirous of providing a gift towards the building of the Centre for the provision of student 

club space; 

 

AND WHEREAS the parties recognize that the Centre requires formal approval by the University as well as third party 

approvals such as the City of Toronto; 

 

AND WHEREAS the parties affirm their mutual commitment to the University’s Statement of Institutional Purpose 

which includes a commitment to foster an academic community in which the learning and scholarship of every member 

may flourish, with vigilant protection for the rights of freedom of speech, academic freedom and freedom of research as 

described in the University’s Statement on Freedom of Speech and in article 5 of the Memorandum of Agreement 

between the University of Toronto and the University of Toronto Faculty Association; 

 

WITNESS that the parties agree as follows: 

 

1. Through a generous pledge of $1,000,000 (the “Gift”) to the University from the Donor, the Donor will support 

the construction of the Centre. The pledge will be fulfilled prior to December 15, 2013. The Faculty of Applied 

Science & Engineering will provide $1,000,000 in matching funds for this purpose. 

 

2.  In recognition of the Gift, the University would be pleased to name the student club space to be located on the 

basement level of the building The U of T Engineering Society Student Club Arena.  

 

3. The University is responsible for the management and investment of the Gift and the income and capital thereof 

shall be used for the sole purpose of planning and building of the Centre in accordance with the intent as set out 

in the above recitals. 

 

4. The University will report to the Donor on the status of the Gift and any expenditures therefrom. 

 

5. The approvals for and construction of the Centre will be conducted in accordance with the policies and 

procedures of the University. 
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       DATE:    , 2013 

 Mauricio Curbelo 

President, University of Toronto Engineering Society 

 

 

 

       DATE:    , 2013 

David Palmer 

Vice-President, Advancement  

University of Toronto 

 

 

 

       DATE:    , 2013 

Cristina Amon 

Dean, Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering 

 

 

 

   



Dear Project Directors of the Engineering Society, 

 
The Board of Directors of the Engineering Society would like to apologize for the tone of an email you 
received by the President of the Engineering Society on July 4th 2013, Re: Appreciation cuts from 
directorships' budgets. 

As the Board of Directors of the Engineering Society, which strives to provide valuable services to all our 
members, we would first and foremost like to thank you for your volunteerism and your time. Many of 
you, will no doubt spend countless days and nights to deliver an amazing Skulebook, F! handbook, 
Orientation Week to name but a few. 

It has come to our attention that on July 4th you were all sent an email from the President of the Society 
in response to an email thread started by the Hi-Skule liaison director. While the Board has not yet 
weighed in on the issue that was raised by the Hi-Skule Director (Re: Appreciation Dinners), we are writing 
today to clarify that the President’s response to the Hi-Skule Director does not represent the opinions of 
the Engineering Society and the Engineering Student Body at large, more specifically, with regards to what 
does and what does not constitute “misconduct”.  

You will recall that Teresa Nguyen emailed you on July 4th to gauge everyone’s financial priorities with 
regards to appreciation dinners. Her email stated her interest in appealing a decision to reduce or 
eliminate budgets for appreciation dinners. You will recall that the email chain proceeded with a 
discussion including the Finance Committee, the VP Finance and the President on the appeals process. 

The Board of Directors would like to clarify that while a process does exist to appeal decisions, the 
Engineering Society will always encourage inter director discussion on topics of their choice to improve 
the Engineering Society as they deem fit.  

The Board would like to apologize if the statement issued by the President 

“In any case, attempting to rally Directors against the Finance Committee is not appropriate  
conduct. Anyone who is unsatisfied with a Finance Committee decision is always welcome to  
email the Committee, Gordon, or me, and explain their concerns and seek further information”  

antagonized you or has since made you withdraw from Director-Director interactions and idea generation. 
Discussing your dissatisfaction with other members before spending time to escalate your concerns is not 
and has never been considered misconduct. Seeking the opinions and support for particular actions before 
undertaking them has always improved our Society.  

Over the past 12 months, we have seen many positive changes to the Engineering Society from Director 
driven changes – including a Stores Reno, server upgrades and new events for Orientation. The 
Engineering Society will always remain a member driven organization where all 5000+ undergraduate 
engineering students have the right to express their opinion and to lead conversations to change our 
Society. 

Finally, let us all not forget that volunteering more or less does not entitle us to have a larger voice than 
others. We have bylaws in place to create a structure, grounds rules you could say, to keep us in order 
and protect us from liabilities. Beyond these rules, the Society is everyone’s to shape. 

I hope this email finds you well and wish you best of luck in the coming Skule™ year. 

-- 
Board of Directors - University of Toronto Engineering Society 

Appendix: Letter to Project Directors of the Engineering Society 



APPENDIX: Intention of attached letter to Project Directors 

 
Members of the Board of Directors,  
 
I hope you will join me in supporting that the attached letter (with minor revisions) be sent to all 
Project Directors of the Engineering Society in response to an email they all received the 
President of the Engineering Society. 
 
As you know, the issue of appreciation dinners has always been a debate within the Engineering 
Society, but today I am not here to speak in favor or against it. In fact, I have no idea where I 
stand on the issue as no one has yet gathered the thoughts of more than 3 directors (Hi-Skule, 
CRO, and The Cannon Editor). 
 
Aisde from the issue, I hope you will join me in empathizing with the situation the Directors have 
recently been put through. While this may seem like a minor issue, the actions that our leaders 
have, play a major role no our volunteers, be it encouraging them to come back, or to stop 
contributing to the Engineering Society.  
 
I believe that while Mauricio and Gordon were right in explaining the process of appeals to 
Teresa, Mauricio had no right of accusing her of inappropriate conduct. Our Society has always 
been one where the Officers oversee the Directors but give them free reign to discuss and 
develop ideas. While ideas are not always approved (i.e. SUDS bar), we should not be 
discouraging our Directors of exploring their own projects and gathering support for them before 
eventually presenting them once all the kinks have been worked out (i.e. Stores Reno). 
 
In the time I have been at Skule and from the minutes I have read from past Council meetings, I 
have never seen or heard of an instance where Directors were discouraged of discussing and 
gathering the thoughts of fellow volunteers before submitting motions. In fact, discipline clubs, 
commercial operations and Ex Officios would regularly gather support for their particular projects 
before going through the lengthy process of appealing decisions or submitting items to Council 
when they still had a vote. 
 
While I am sure that personally, Teresa will continue to speak her mind and engage other 
directors, against Mauricio’s particular preference or not, other directors may not feel 
empowered to do so. 
 
We must remember that we have created processes to protect the democracy and legitimacy of 
the Engineering Society. These ground rules keep us from liabilities and keep us consistent from 
year to year. However, if we do not correct erroneous statements from time to time, our Society’s 
attitude and values will change before our very eyes. 
 
-- 
Pierre Harfouche, Engineering Science Representative 



Email Chain received by the Hi-Skule Liaison Director. 
On Wed, Jul 3, 2013 at 7:44 PM, Hi-Skule Liaison <hiskule@skule.ca> wrote: 

Hi everyone, 

 

I apologize if we haven't formally met yet, but I do hope you're enjoying your summers! 

I'm sure you're all aware of the budget cuts that have been made taking out "appreciation 

dinners" by the finance committee, and would like to gauge what everyone is feeling! 

 

I wanted to start a thread to see how we as EngSoc directors feel about this. 

From my understanding, I am unsure if EngSoc have financial priorities that need a redirection 

of cash flow, or if the money is intended for affiliated clubs. I think it would be a fair question to 

ask the Finance committee what EngSoc's financial priorities are now that they are cutting our 

ability to thank our teams that ultimately make the directorship portfolios come to life to serve 

SKULE. 

 

What I though wouldn't bug me much until now--now that i've started seriously planning for the 

year with respect to the HiSKULE portfolio--is that my ability to really thank the committed 

volunteers who put trust in me and have taken my advice for guidance is cut  along with this 

budget cut. (And I'm thinking it was a modest amount HiSKULE was asking for as well, 

something around $100 dollars at most). 

 

Please share your thoughts, as I would gladly take this up with the Board of Directors on behalf 

of us directorships. 

 

Peace out! 

Teresa Nguyen 

Co-director, Hi-Skule Liaison, 1T3-1T4 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 

E: hiskule@g.skule.ca 

Web: http://hiskule.skule.ca/ 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 12:48 AM, Laura Shen - CRO <cro@g.skule.ca> wrote: 

Hi Teresa, 

 

Having been on last year's finance committee, I can say that we also didn't condone funding 

"appreciation dinners" or food for executives in general whether for director or club budgets. I 

believe this mainly stems from the fact that there are alternate and better ways to show 

appreciation and thank our volunteers other than through a free paid meal. Additionally, we try 

to prevent the mindset that students should volunteer with the expectation of receiving a free 

meal at the end. That's not the kind of culture we are trying to promote. 

 

The above may not necessarily represent the views and beliefs of EngSoc, but reflect what I 

came away with from last year's finance committee. 

 

+ Gordon, so he may offer some further insight. 
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Hope everyone's summer is shaping up to be fantastic! 

 

Best, 

Laura 

 

 

-- 

Laura Shen 

Chief Returning Officer (CRO) 

UofT Engineering Society 

cro@skule.ca 

On 2013-07-04 7:01 AM, "Hi-Skule Liaison" <hiskule@skule.ca> wrote: 

Hi Laura, 

 

Thanks for that insight from last year's finance committee. For everyone here, I'd like to point 

out that I haven't said "appreciation dinners" but "appreciation cuts". 

 

I understand that the first idea that comes to mind is an "end of year dinner".  

 

Towards the end of the year, I would like to thank my executives with a form of gathering. 

A modest fund would leave me a bit of creativity to plan the team's final get-together with "a 

little extra something as thanks"; I'm sure we're all aware of how busy it gets in April, where 

exams start taking priority.  

 

As I've had the chance to engage with a lot of volunteers around SKULE these past few years of 

involvement, thanking the really committed ones (if need be, in not edible forms) who put up 

with "the leader's shit" is something I've recognized to be important to the community.  

 

I'm sure any of my volunteers this year wouldn't mind paying for their own meals should we 

decide to have dinner together, however I'm thinking anything from a small gift, card, to SKULE 

swag would be nice, so that I physically have a token of appreciation to give them. 

 

Also, these cuts don't entirely solve this cultural problem you point as, as I am aware these cuts 

do not affect discipline clubs, nor SUDS. 

 

Gordon, if I can get some insight into the decision making process of the finance committee, as I 

had mentioned before, I would appreciate that. I'd like to know where EngSoc intend on 

redirecting this cash flow should, for example, clubs be this year's priority. 

 

Thanks everyone. Would love to hear any other input you may have! 

Teresa Nguyen 

Co-director, Hi-Skule Liaison, 1T3-1T4 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 

E: hiskule@g.skule.ca 

Web: http://hiskule.skule.ca/ 
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On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 12:55 PM, Laura Shen - CRO <cro@g.skule.ca> wrote: 

I'm not sure if there's been some miscomminication, but for everyone here, I did read 

"appreciation dinner" in this sentence in the original email: "I'm sure you're all aware of the 

budget cuts that have been made taking out "appreciation dinners" by the finance committee, and 

would like to gauge what everyone is feeling." 

Thanks, 

Laura 

-- 

Laura Shen 

Chief Returning Officer (CRO) 

UofT Engineering Society 

cro@skule.ca 

Sent from my phone. 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 1:32 PM, The Cannon <cannon@skule.ca> wrote: 

Hey guys, 
 
I actually asked Alex from the finance committee what the reasoning for cutting it out is. 
It's pasted below. 
 
"We do not feel that an appreciation dinner is a necessity. With limited resources available to split 

between all directorships, we felt that the money could be allocated to something else. So if you feel that 
an appreciation dinner is important then it will have to come out of your pocket. This decision is not 
unique to the Cannon budget, it was applied to all directorship budgets." 
 
I should have probably asked why they felt that it isn't a necessity, as I really feel it is. 
What bugs me is that if they don't provide this, the directors will. It's not a real cut from 
the budget - it's basically asking the directors to provide part of the budget. 
 
As for not being the best way to show appreciation, I don't see why the method of 
appreciation wouldn't be up to the director. 
Additionally 
  
, I don't think this promotes a mindset of expecting a free dinner. I assure you none of 
the applicants for The Cannon know that I asked for this as part of my budget, yet they 
still applied. I don't think anyone would put in hundreds of hours of work throughout a 
year for a meal. 
 
Those are my thoughts, but I'd love to hear everyone else's. I've also CC'd the finance 
committee for their thoughts. 
 
Thanks, 
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-- 
Ashkan Parcham-Kashani 
The Cannon Editor-In-Chief, 1T3-1T4 
 
University of Toronto Engineering Society 
cannon@skule.ca 
cannon.skule.ca 
 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 2:22 PM, Gordon Tattle - VP Finance <vpfinance@skule.ca> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

 

Thank you Laura for including me in the conversation.  

 

The decision to remove appreciation and meeting food for directors was made by the Finance 

Committee at our last meeting. In the interest of fairness we applied this to the budget of each 

director. Our logic was that directorships exist to provide value to the student body at large not to 

their members. The next Finance Committee meeting will take place June 15th (see attachment). 

If you wish to attend or to add an item to the agenda please email the Finance Committee 

Secretary (cced). 

 

If any of you have an issue with the budget that you have been allocated you are welcome to 

submit an appeal to the Finance Committee Secretary. We will review the application and give a 

new recommendation. Please provide any supporting documentation or reasoning that you 

consider appropriate.  

 

If during the year you realize that you were missing items from your budget or you come up with 

a new idea to benefit the student body, you are welcome to submit a revised budget to the 

Finance Committee. We will review it and give a recommendation based the state of the EngSoc 

budget and actuals at that time.  

 

If anyone has other issues or questions concerning director budgets, I would ask that they email 

them directly to the me or the the Finance Committee Secretary and we will answer them in a 

timely manner.   

 

If anyone has any issues with the way that the Finance Committee or any Officer has behaved 

they should read and follow the policy on complaints (see link below). Any issues with the way 

discipline clubs are run should be addressed directly to those discipline clubs. The Finance 

Committee has no control over how they spend their money (see link below which describes the 

funding received by each discipline).  

 

http://skule.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Policy_2013-02-20_Complaints.pdf  

 

http://skule.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Bylaw-7.pdf 
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Sincerely, 

 

Gordon Tattle 
Vice-President Finance 
 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 
 
Room B740, Sandford Fleming Building 

10 King's College Road 

Toronto ON M5S 3G4 

Tel: | Fax: (416) 978-1245 

vpfinance@skule.ca | skule.ca 
 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 2:34 PM, Mauricio Curbelo - President <president@skule.ca> wrote: 

Hi everyone, 

 

Further to Gordon's email, I will provide some additional information on the appeals process and 

address a couple of other points. 

 

The Board has approved the operating budget for 2013-2014, so Director funding amounts are 

set (and so is a ceiling amount for Affiliated Clubs funding). If you would like to appeal the 

funding decision, please follow Gordon's instructions for submitting an appeal.  

 

If the appeal is granted, the Finance Committee will submit motions to the Board to change the 

funding amount. If the appeal is not granted, you can submit a motion yourself and come to the 

July Board meeting to make your case. Matt Lattavo, Speaker of the Board, can help you with 

motion-writing.  

 

To address a couple of things brought up in this thread: 

 I don't think appreciation dinners are "necessary", but I don't think it's 

unreasonable to budget a certain amount for overhead costs including food. 

There is nothing wrong with providing food for committees of volunteers that 

have long meetings every so often. Generally, it is hard to justify appreciation 

dinners because we already turn down club funding applications for things which 

are actually substantial, just due to limited funds. Further, this purpose (volunteer 

appreciation) overlaps with the EngSoc Awards, where food is also provided.  

 Suds generates its own revenue entirely from sales and the Finance Committee 

does not have authority over their budget. The Board has authority over Suds. 

Per Bylaw 5, surplus from commercial operations can only be used to continue to 

support that particular commercial operation, as well.  

 Discipline Clubs are granted funding on a per-student basis according to Bylaw 7 

and EngSoc does not currently have authority over their budgeting decisions. 

We do have authority over the amount of money they get (as well as anything 

else relating to Discipline Clubs) insofar as the Board is willing to amend Bylaw 

7. Personally I think they could do with less money than they currently get, but 

that's another issue entirely (all the Discipline Clubs together get almost as much 

money as the entire Affiliated Clubs funding pool) 
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The role of the Finance Committee is to present recommendations to the Board. If you disagree 

with these recommendations, there is a process in place for you to bring those disagreements to 

the Board and seek a final decision that way.  

 

In any case, attempting to rally Directors against the Finance Committee is not appropriate 

conduct. Anyone who is unsatisfied with a Finance Committee decision is always welcome to 

email the Committee, Gordon, or me, and explain their concerns and seek further information. 

Ultimately it is the Board that makes decisions here and the least any of us would have done is 

tell you the appropriate process for seeking a resolution.  

 

Thanks, 

 

 

Mauricio 
 

-- 
Mauricio Curbelo 

President 
 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 

Room B740, Sandford Fleming Building 

10 King's College Road 

Toronto, ON M5S 3G4 

Tel: (647) 746-4919 

www.skule.ca 
 

^ Contentious portion of the email 

REST OF THE EMAIL CHAIN HAS BEEN POSTED HERE 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 5:29 PM, Hi-Skule Liaison <hiskule@skule.ca> wrote: 

Mauricio, 

 

I do not intend to rally against anyone. I believe in open respectful communication. As council 

meeeting have been abolished 2 years ago, I thought an open email to facilitate thoughts among 

directors would be appropriate. I am offended that you seem to be implying any discussion 

amongst the directors concerning high level decision of the Society is "inappropriate conduct"--

as officers, you are subject to scrutiny as I'm sure you are aware, Mauricio, especially by the 

Board AND the Society's directorships. 

 

I'd like to remind you that we're all here wanting to serve SKULE.  

 

Gordon, 

 

As mentioned, I did have intention to bring the concern to the board, and only asked my fellow 
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directors to help me gauge this concern on my priority list.  

 

My next step after a bit of gauging of this concern would have been to approach you in person, 

email or phone, as I am more than willing to give you that amount of courtesy. Laura was kind 

enough to include you immediately for insight which is completely fair. 

 

And my final question that has yet to be answered, what are EngSoc's financial priorities? 

Because the cuts to not impact Discipline Clubs nor Suds, so the "complete cut across all 

directorships" still isn't a "fair" move. 

 

I apologize if you saw my email to the directors as behind your back, as it was NOT intended to 

be so, simply open communication. If anyone has a suggestion on how to best facilitate 

discussion and thought amongst the directors, please do inform me. 

 

Teresa 

Co-director, Hi-Skule Liaison, 1T3-1T4 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 

E: hiskule@g.skule.ca 

Web: http://hiskule.skule.ca/ 
 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 6:18 PM, Mauricio Curbelo - President <president@skule.ca> wrote: 

Teresa, 

 

The Officers do not report to Project Directors in any way - it's exactly the other way around. 

The Officers do report to the Board of Directors.  

 

I've explained the process to you. I've also explained why the Finance Committee does not have 

authority over Suds and Discipline Clubs.  

 

You are free to use the appeals process and the July Board meeting to challenge any decision of 

the Finance Committee.  

 

 

Mauricio 
 

-- 
Mauricio Curbelo 

President 
 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 

Room B740, Sandford Fleming Building 

10 King's College Road 

Toronto, ON M5S 3G4 

Tel: (647) 746-4919 

www.skule.ca 
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On Jul 4, 2013 10:43 PM, "Hi-Skule Liaison" <hiskule@skule.ca> wrote: 

Mauricio,  

 

I am not asking officers to report to Project Directorships. I am asking fellow engsoc project 

directors to consider with me one "high level decision" (regarding budget cut and financial goals) 

made by EngSoc and how it is translating/permeating to the directorships. I would then approach 

VP Finance and the finance committee. I understand there are priorities, and there may be a 

priority that directorships are not seeing. 

 

I will say that transparency is something that any organization struggles with, and that it what I 

am trying to endorse within EngSoc. 

 

I feel you have stepped out of line on this concern, because as you had mentioned in our one-on-

one meeting earlier this evening, you have other priorities to take care of, such as UTSU and 

Discipline Clubs. I agree with you that this should in fact be dealt with by VPFinance, or through 

the appeals committee, so I ask for your respect to allow things to play out for this to happen. 

 

If from gauging directorships that this budget cut really isn't one of our priorities, it may not be 

worth my time to go through the appeals process. 

 

Thanks, 

Teresa 

Co-director, Hi-Skule Liaison, 1T3-1T4 

University of Toronto Engineering Society 

E: hiskule@g.skule.ca 

Web: http://hiskule.skule.ca/ 

From: speaker@g.skule.ca [speaker@g.skule.ca] on behalf of Matthew Lattavo - 
Speaker [speaker@skule.ca] 
Sent: July 5, 2013 12:18 AM 
To: Hi-Skule Liaison 
Cc: Pierre Harfouche - VP Finance; Directors; Mauricio Curbelo - President; VP Student 
Life; Finance Committee 
Subject: Re: Appreciation cuts from directorships' budgets 

I would like to remind everyone that the level of accountability for the entire Society is to (and 

strictly to) the Membership at Large. We were all elected or appointed to serve as an ambassador 

to the Membership in one respect or another. 

The notion that the Officers report to the Board and the Board alone is false. The Officers are 

most accountable to the Society's Members, hence the General Meeting and the Accountability 

Meeting which each take place once a year. 
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Further the ultimate accountability of the Members of the Board of Directors is to their 

constituents, the Members of the Society. To stress that accountability requires transparency and 

a level of "reporting" to all Members of the Society. 

Any action taken by the Officers, the Board of Directors, Project Directors, Employees, and 

Volunteers of the Society is ultimately accountable to the Society at large. 

On a slightly different matter, if anyone would like to submit a motion to the BoD (and 

absolutely ANY member can, indeed, submit a motion), I would be happy to assist in its 

development. 

Regards, 

Matt Lattavo 

Speaker 

On Fri, Jul 5, 2013 at 1:31 AM, Ian Weinberger <ian.weinberger@mail.utoronto.ca> wrote: 

Hi All!  
 

I understand everyone's frustration regarding the cuts to committee appreciation events. As a member of 

the Finance Committee, I want to stress that this was discussed at length during our meeting before 
budgets were looked at, and I know I even mentioned it during the director interviews that I conducted.  

 
The discussion about cutting committee appreciation funding was not about negating the positive impacts 

transition meetings have on the incoming directors. The discussion was merely about the need for 

EngSoc to pay for dinners at these events. It is my belief (please correct me if I am wrong) that any 
person who takes on the directorship does so because they are passionate about that event/committee 

and they want to make an impact at SKULE. I further believe that anyone in this type of leadership 
position is willing to spend at least an hour of their time passing on their expertise to future leaders, just 

like future leaders are eager to spend their time learning from their predecessor. I know that I fall in this 

category, and have done it with any position I have ever been involved with both in High School and in 
University. The lack of food does not deter me from wanting to give back. In fact, my transition into CIV 

club was done on a bench in Christie Station because that's all the time the previous executive had. 
 

As a further point, it has been pointed out quite a few times in this discussion that it was done across the 
board EXCEPT in discipline clubs, as EngSoc has very little oversight over the way discipline clubs spend 

their budget. Making a cut across the board, in my opinion, was the fairest way to make changes in 

funding. (Full Disclosure: I am a past executive member of CIV club. Our funding last year was delayed 
by EngSoc because of bad accounting by our treasurer, both at the time and historically. This was almost 

changed last year, and I say almost because the year went extremely well EXCEPT for the large sum 
wasted on transitioning, which I raised concerns about early in the year.) 

 

I would like to point out that most directors have requested (and received) increases to their budgets. 
While this is not the case for all directors, it is true for most directorships and the reasoning behind each 

funding decision is detailed in the meeting minutes from the Finance Committee Meeting #2. Each 
increase was weighed against the benefit students would gain from increasing that category. As an 

example, I unsuccessfully advocated for increasing the Toike budget category to allow for printing in full 
color because I know many uninvolved commuter students who take the Toike with them after school on 

the subway, mostly because of the outstandingly humorous graphics it contains. However, I could not 

consciously argue to provide $1400 for food for writers over the year, especially since Einstein's provides 
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them with an $800 tab above and beyond EngSoc. This is just one example, but every director knows 

from their budget what is necessary and what is their wish list.   
 

As you are all aware, the Finance Committee only provides a recommendation to the Board of Directors. 
We do not make any final funding decisions regarding the Director Budgets. If anyone finds issue with 

any decision made by the Finance Committee, there is an appeal process both through the committee 

and at the BoD, as Matthew Lattavo mentioned. I know at least one club put a motion to the BoD 
already, and anyone who feels they were slighted is able to take that route.  

 
My responsibility on the Finance Committee is to the average student in Engineering who pays student 

fees, whether they are involved in SKULE or not. I need to look at what provides them with the best 
opportunities, whether they take advantage of it or not. I did this when I was on CIV club organizing 

textbook sales, locker sales, and buses to survey camp. I did this when I made my recommendations as 

part of the Finance Committee. I will continue to make recommendations I believe benefit students, and I 
encourage anyone who disagrees with any recommendations I make to please take them up with the 

BoD.  
 

Ian Weinberger 
BASc Candidate  
Department of Civil Engineering 
Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering 

University of Toronto 

On Fri, Jul 5, 2013 at 8:49 AM, Hi-Skule Liaison <hiskule@skule.ca> wrote: 
Ian, 
 
Thank you for your input. I fully respect your opinion, I'm sureyou know that. 
 
I will reiterate something I've gained from volunteerism: a modest appreciation for committed volunteers is 
of huge value for longterm relations, which is something I had stated to the finance committee. 
Volunteers, the truly committed ones, do no ask for this appreciation, I completely agree, but as someone 
in a leadership position, that leader has a duty to the people who volunteer in that leader's direction. That 
duty is to shape their learning and growing experience. 
 
This appreciation cut to project directorships does not impact discipline clubs, so I feel the decision 
process is slightly flawed. The amount you saw discipline clubs spend was with the bank card holder, the 
Discipline Club Chair. 
 
I believe this cut is not doing EngSoc a favour as a volunteer organization. The token of appreciation 
(ideally at the end of term), catalyzes relationships, prompts end-of-term reflection, and discussion for the 
future. With zero token, it makes it that much harder for students to think of anything other than exams 
during April. 
 
This part is directed to the finance committee: 
I know at least two of you have been a part of SUDS for two years now. I also know SUDS thanks their 
most dedicated volunteers who come to serve every Friday with a special dinner. SUDS is also an 
engsoc project directorship, but has a unique financial situation that the " cut across the board" does not 
affect them. Given the decision making motivation Ian has outlined on behalf of the Finance 
committee, how do you intend to make this permeate to SUDS? 
 
To the board: I ask that you consider what drives a volunteer organization that is meant to serve the 
entire student body, and to develop future student leaders for it as an organization, because we still owe it 
to the future incoming classes. 
Teresa 
Co-director, Hi-Skule Liaison, 1T3-1T4 
University of Toronto Engineering Society 
E: hiskule@g.skule.ca 
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Web: http://hiskule.skule.ca/ 

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Gordon Tattle - VP Finance <vpfinance@skule.ca> 
Date: Fri, Jul 5, 2013 at 9:59 AM 
Subject: Re: Appreciation cuts from directorships' budgets 
To: Hi-Skule Liaison <hiskule@skule.ca> 
Cc: Finance Committee <financecommittee@g.skule.ca> 
 

 
Regarding Suds: As you may or may not be aware Suds is a financial operation which is priced to break 
even (unlike directorships which have a cost to the student body). The cash is stored in a safe in the 
fridge between deposits. The only people who have access to the fridge ever are Suds managers (this is 
a requirement by Clayton). I cannot estimate how much money Suds makes from the order quantities 
because I only get to see the amounts ordered from Clayton and the amount they give to Rhonda to 
deposit. The other side of it is that the other financial operations pay their employees while Suds is the 
exception to that rule (to stay cheap).  
 
In summary: EngSoc has no control over how Suds spends the money it makes (besides removing or 
replacing the managers). We just trust that they make reasonable decisions (hopefully they don't waste 
money or embezzle) and are honest with us. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Gordon Tattle 
Vice-President Finance 
 
University of Toronto Engineering Society 
Room B740, Sandford Fleming Building 
10 King's College Road 
Toronto ON M5S 3G4 
Tel: | Fax: (416) 978-1245 
vpfinance@skule.ca | skule.ca 
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